The Chelsea Selectboard held a public hearing on Thursday, February 14, 2019 at 6:30PM at the Chelsea Town Office. The purpose of the hearing was inviting comments and answer questions from residents regarding ordinances being proposed for adoption by the Selectboard.

I. Call hearing to order

Deborah Sanderson called the hearing to order at 6:30 p.m.

Present from the Selectboard were Sanderson, Pushard and Smith

Public present was Scott Tilton, Shawn Ramage, Rick Danforth, Carol Belanger and Phil Alexander.

A. Public Comments

1. Traffic Control Ordinance Amendment – An amendment to the existing ordinance seeks to prohibit commercial vehicles from turning right from the lower section of Cheney Road. The issue is that commercial vehicles attempting to turn right have on several occasions cut the corner short and gotten stuck which creates unsafe conditions.

2. Cable TV Ordinance – This is a brand-new ordinance that is being proposed to assist the town in regulating the practices of current and future Cable TV Franchisees.

II. Closing the Hearing

Sanderson closed the hearing a 6:40PM
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